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The people of Kazakhstan as one 
of the subjects of lawmaking

The article deals with the legislative activity of the people of Kazakh-
stan through direct implementation or through their representatives. The 
Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan provides 3 ways of lawmak-
ing: Parliament of Kazakhstan, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and the people of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The people of Kazakhstan 
is the central subject of legislation. All methods of legislation are carried 
out with the participation of the people. All methods of legislation are car-
ried out with the participation of the people. It comes from the constitu-
tional provisions enshrining the people of Kazakhstan as the sole source of 
state power. According to the Constitution of Kazakhstan people exercise 
power directly, as well as delegate the execution of their power to state 
institutions.
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ҚР хaлқы  
зaң шығaрмaшы лы ғын  

суб ъект ре тін де

Мaқaлaдa Қaзaқстaн хaлқы ның зaң шығaру қыз ме тін жү зе ге aсы-
руы мә се ле ле рі қaрaсты рылғaн. ҚР хaлқы зaң шығaрмaшы лы ғын ті ке-
лей – рес пуб ликaлық ре фе рен думдa жә не жaнaмa түр де, яғ ни өз өкіл-
де рі aрқы лы жү зе ге aсырaды. Қaзaқстaндa зaң шығaру дың үш жо лы 
бе кі тіл ген: ҚР Пaрлaмен ті нің зaң шығaрмaшы лы ғы, ҚР Пре зи ден ті нің 
жә не ҚР хaлқы ның зaң шығaрмaшы лы ғы. Зaң шығaру дың aлдың ғы 
екі жо лы хaлық тың зaң шығaру ды жaнaмa түр де жү зе ге aсыр уының 
нысaны бо лып тaбылaды. Де мек, зaң шығaрмaшы лы ғы ның қaй жо-
лы болмaсын хaлық тың қaты суымен жү зе ге aсы рылaды. Ол хaлық-
тың мем ле кет тік би лік тің бір ден-бір бaстaуы бо лып тaбылaтынды ғы 
турaлы конс ти ту циялық мәр те бе сі нен туын дaйды. Конс ти ту цияғa 
сәй кес Қaзaқстaн хaлқы – мем ле кет тік би лік тің бір ден-бір бaстaуы. 
Хaлық би лік ті ті ке лей жү зе ге aсырaды, сондaй-aқ өзі не тән би лік ті 
жү зе ге aсы ру ды бел гі лі бір суб ъек ті лер ге бе ре ді
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Нaрод Кaзaхстaнa кaк суб ъект 
зaко нот вор че ствa

В стaтье рaссмaтривaют ся воп ро сы зaко нодaте льной дея тель-
ности нaродa Кaзaхстaнa. Кaзaхстaнс кий нaрод осу ще ст вляет зaко-
нот вор че ст во пря мо и че рез своих предстaви те лей – кос вен ным 
пу тем. В Рес пуб ли ке Кaзaхстaн пре дус мот ре но 3 спо собa зaко нот вор-
че ствa: зaко нот вор че ст во Пaрлaментa РК, зaко нот вор че ст во Пре зи-
дентa РК и зaко нот вор че ст во нaродa РК. Пер вые двa спо собa осу ще-
ст вляют ся с учaстием нaродa. Нaрод Кaзaхстaнa яв ляет ся ос нов ным 
суб ъек том зaко нот вор че ствa. Это яв ляет ся следс твием конс ти ту ци-
он но го по ло же ния, зaкреп ляюще го нaрод Кaзaхстaнa кaк единст вен-
ный ис точ ник го судaрст вен ной влaсти. Нaрод осу ще ст вляет влaсть 
не пос редст вен но, a тaкже де ле ги рует осу ще ст вле ние своей влaсти 
го судaрст вен ным оргaнaм. 

Клю че вые словa: влaсть, нaрод, прaво, субь ект, зaко нот вор че ст во.
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There are several methods of lawmaking In Kazakhstan: 
lawmaking of Parliament, the lawmaking of the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan in the delegation of legislative powers, the 
legislature of the people of Kazakhstan. All methods of lawmaking 
whatever are carried out with the participation of the people. The 
people of Kazakhstan are the central subject of lawmaking. It 
comes from the constitutional provision enshrining the people of 
Kazakhstan as the only source of state power. In accordance with 
the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 1995, people are 
the only source of state power. The people exercise power directly 
and also delegate the execution of their power to state bodies [1, 
article 3].

As subjects of legislative activity, the President of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan and the Parliament (deputies) are representatives, 
elected by the people. They are elected by popular elections. They 
are associated with the Institute of «popular representation» with 
the fact that they are elected by the people of Kazakhstan. Also they 
make promises and speak on behalf of the people in elected offices, 
and accordingly they receive from a moral point of view orders from 
them.

The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Parliament 
of the Republic in accordance with the Constitution has the right 
to speak on behalf of the people. As stated in article 3 of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 1995 Parliament of 
the Republic has the right to speak on behalf of the people within 
their constitutional powers. At the mission on behalf of the people the 
President has no such limitation; this means that the President is the 
only entity who acts on behalf of the people without any restrictions. 
One of the forms of representation and exercise of power on behalf 
of the people and the President and the Parliament is the exercise of 
legislative activity.

The Parliament is the main institution of popular representation. 
In accordance with paragraph 1 of article 49 of the Constitution 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan the Parliament of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan is the Supreme representative body, performing 
legislative activities. The Parliament formed by the people by direct 
and indirect elections, advocates on behalf of the people, represents 
the unity of people of Kazakhstan and is the main form of exercise of 
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power by the citizens of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
This body is considered an expression of the will 
and interests of the people of the Republic, i.e. all 
citizens in the state

The main purpose of Parliament is a legal 
execution of the will of the people in the law. The 
main purpose of the Parliament determines directions 
of its activities. Accordingly, the main direction of 
the activity of the Parliament is knowledge, research 
and designs in the laws the interests of all sectors 
of society, ensuring through the deputies direct and 
permanent connection of the people with the state 
power.

The Parliament expresses the will of the people, 
by adopting laws and other acts. That is the gist of 
the Institute of public representation. As a member 
of Parliament for the deputy the most important 
thing is to express the will of the whole people, 
contributing to meeting the immediate interests of 
citizens [2].

The lawmaking of the Parliament of Kazakhstan 
is an indirect method of lawmaking of the people 
that exercise through their representatives. Today 
the Parliament is not the only body which carries 
out legislative activity in the Republic. According 
the Constitution the President also can exercise 
legislative activity. In accordance with Section 
3) Article 53 of the Constitution of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan Parliament at a joint session of 
the Chambers the two thirds of the total number 
of deputies of each Chamber at the initiative of 
the President has the right to delegate legislative 
authority for a period not exceeding one year. Institute 
of delegating legislative power in Kazakhstan was 
first enshrined in the Constitution of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan in 1995 and is an additional form of the 
legislative activity of the people indirectly.

In accordance with the third article, the President 
may act on behalf of the people and the state. 
Accordingly, he exercises his powers on behalf 
of the people and the state. The right to speak and 
exercise authority on behalf of the state emanates 
from the President’s status as its head, its highest 
official person, who determining the main directions 
of domestic and foreign policies and representing 
Kazakhstan within the country and in international 
relations. The exercising of power by the President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan on behalf of the 
people due to the fact that the President is elected by 
citizens on the basis of universal, equal and direct 
suffrage. Implementation of power by the President 
of Kazakhstan, on behalf of the people can be 
explained by the fact that the President is elected by 
the citizens of the Republic on the basis of universal, 

equal and direct suffrage. President of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, elected at general elections shall 
take office from the moment of swearing to the 
people the solemn oath to faithfully serve the people 
of Kazakhstan.

The people of Kazakhstan elect the future 
President through direct, voluntary election and 
delegate to him the exercise of its power. The powers 
of the President enshrined in the Constitution and 
constitutional laws, are the means of exercising 
power derived from the people. One of them is the 
adoption of laws by the President. Implementation 
the President of the Republic, the relevant authority 
reveals a «double» of national representation. It 
becomes possible on the basis of «dual» delegation 
of authority. The President, who receives his 
authority from the people, receives the powers of 
making laws from another institution of people’s 
representation – the Parliament, i.e. the power of the 
people goes from Parliament to the President.

The implementation of the President the 
legislative activities on the basis of the delegation 
doubles his responsibility to the people. Because the 
legislative activity of the President on the basis of 
delegating to him legislative powers by Parliament 
reflects the process when his powers based on the 
will of the people, further confirms and amplifies the 
other channel of purchase of power – the confidence 
of Parliament and delegate its legislative power to 
the President.

Institute of lawmaking of the President doubles 
the responsibility of the Parliament, which is formed 
from representatives of the people. This body, 
which is formed by the will of the people, on the 
basis of the confidence of the people has delegated 
power that is received from the people, to a different 
entity. Accordingly, the Parliament has an implicit 
responsibility to the people, moral responsibility for 
the result of the exercise of legislative activity by 
the President.

In different countries, where applicable the 
institute of delegation of legislative powers, the 
right to make laws is delegated to the Government 
and not only to the President, as in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan. The election of a President by the 
people through direct suffrage means that he is the 
only sovereign representative of the people. Thus, 
the exercise of power derived from the people by the 
President of Kazakhstan, corresponds to the essence 
of the Institute of «popular representation», and also 
increases public representation.

As noted above, the people indirectly act as 
the legislative entity, when adopting the laws by 
the President and the Parliament. The people of 
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Kazakhstan have enacted legislation directly through 
a Republican referendum. Despite the fact that in the 
world the adoption of laws on a national referendum 
is used very seldom, it’s a way of making laws by 
the people is an important, significant institution, 
a real reflection of the democratic character of any 
state.

According to the famous soviet scientist V. F. 
Kotok, the referendum is one of the main forms of 
direct democracy [3, P. 185]. A referendum is a form 
of exercising the state power by the people directly; 
the highest form of expression their will, immediate 
final decision of the people of any question of public 
life.

In the history of independent Kazakhstan there 
were twice adopted a law about the referendum. 
According to the decree of the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan from March 25, 1995, which 
has the force of constitutional law «About Republican 
referendum» «referendum is a nationwide vote 
on draft laws and decisions on the most important 
issues of state life of the Republic of Kazakhstan» 
[4, article 1] Constitutional law of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan «About Republican referendum» 
of 2 November 1995 amended the definition of 
referendum by defining «national referendum as the 
referendum on the draft Constitution, constitutional 
laws, laws and decisions on other most important 
issues of state life of the Republic of Kazakhstan» 
[5, article 1].

In section 2 of article 1 of the Constitution of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan fixed the most important 
issues of the state life, including voting at the 
Republican referendum as one of the fundamental 
principles of the Republic. In another provision of 
the Constitution (article 3) a referendum is defined 
as a form of direct exercise of people power. The 
constitutional law «About Republican referendum», 
developing and refining the constitutional provisions 
which gave rights to citizens of the Republic refers 
the initiative to call a referendum. Consolidation 
of citizens of the Republic of the relevant law 
is one of the moments of democratization of the 
state. Securing the right to apply the initiative to a 
referendum shows how increased the role and place 
of the people in society and the actual participation 
of every citizen in the affairs of the state.

It was noted above that the citizens of the 
Republic can be the initiators of a referendum as 
a method of lawmaking, i.e., they have the right to 
appeal with the initiative to hold a referendum on a 

particular bill. Such an initiative activity of citizens 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan indirectly can be the 
beginning and the lawmaking of the Parliament. 
In other words, the President can make a decision 
about the necessity of making changes and additions 
to the Constitution, constitutional law, law or other 
decision on the question offered as the subject of the 
referendum, without holding it. In this case the bill 
is submitted to Parliament. If the President decides 
to send the bill introduced on the initiative of the 
people to Parliament, then the bill is put to a national 
referendum. In this case, the citizens of the Republic 
indirectly are the initiators of adoption of law in 
Parliament.

In the history of independent Kazakhstan 
national referendum was held twice. For the first time 
the referendum was held to extend the powers of the 
President of the Republic. The second referendum 
was carried out legislative activity of the people of 
Kazakhstan. That is, August 30, 1995 the people of 
Kazakhstan on the republican referendum adopted 
the basic law of the state, which recognized the basis 
of the organization and activity of the republic, which 
determined the place and role of man in society – 
the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In 
this main document, which was the result of direct 
lawmaking of the people was reflected the will and 
purpose of the people of the Republic.

A referendum on the adoption of the law – 
this is a nationwide vote on the bill. The adoption 
of the law on the referendum is direct expression 
of the people and not its representatives. In a real 
democratic state, which recognizes the people’s 
decision and the people (person) is recognized as 
the highest value, the will of the people is always a 
priority and stands above the interests of the state. 
Therefore, laws adopted by referendum are binding 
on the entire territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and does not require any confirmation by the acts 
of the President or state authorities of the Republic. 
And the inconsistency between the decision 
adopted by the referendum, and the Constitution, 
constitutional laws, laws and other normative legal 
acts of the Republic eliminated by bringing the 
Constitution, constitutional laws, laws and other 
regulatory legal acts in compliance with the decision 
taken by referendum.

The people of Kazakhstan is the sole source of 
state power, when they accept the Constitution and 
the laws directly or through their representatives, 
participates in legislative activities of the Republic.
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